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Abstract 
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) is a field that requires technical 
knowledge and deals with technical skills. Some of the skills needed in this field is visualization 
skills where students need to be able to visualize the technical aspects during problem solving 
process. The differences in the background of students enrolling in the TVET programs is a 
concern which can mean that the level of students in all aspects also varies. TVET pre-service 
teachers enrolling in higher institutions should have a good visualization skills towards the 
end of their study to ensure their ability to teach effectively in TVET college or TVET subjects 
at school. Thus, this article aim to identify TVET first year pre-service teachers’ visualization 
skills before they started to enroll in any courses in the university. 60 TVET first year pre-
service teachers is chosen as the respondent in this study. This is a quantitative research 
which involves visualization test as the instrument to collect the data. The data is then 
analyzed using descriptive statistics to identify the mean score of the visualization test results. 
The findings indicate that majority of respondents have a low to moderate visualization skills. 
This indicates the need to further enhance the TVET pre-service teachers visualization skills 
to prepare them for their future career as TVET educators in TVET institutions. 
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Introduction  
Pre-service TVET teachers requires good skills to teach TVET students in terms of technical 
and vocational skills. One of the skills needed among TVET students is visualization skills. The 
acquisition of proficient technical drawing skills, particularly via the completion of an 
engineering drawing course, is of utmost importance for prospective teachers in technical and 
vocational education and training (TVET) within the university setting. The acquisition of 
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proficiency in technical drawing is imperative due to the fundamental significance of technical 
drawings within technical and vocational professions.  
 
The precision of technical drawings plays a critical role in the design and manufacturing 
process, making it essential for technical and vocational practitioners to possess the skills 
necessary to accurately comprehend and interpret these drawings. According to Shreeshail 
and Koti (2016), the inability to understand or interpret technical drawings can have a 
substantial influence on the whole design and production process. According to Sorby et al. 
(2013), it is crucial to employ visual representations of difficulties before to initiating any 
procedures in order to prevent the emergence of more complex issues. Therefore, acquiring 
the skill of creating precise technical drawings accompanied by comprehensive specifications 
will effectively minimise the occurrence of mistakes during the interpretation of these 
drawings (Azodo, 2017). There is a need for increased emphasis on comprehensive instruction 
in the production, comprehension, and interpretation of technical drawings among students 
pursuing technical and vocational education. This is crucial in order to mitigate the potential 
risks associated with misunderstanding and failure to accurately comprehend drawings 
throughout their professional careers in the technical and vocational fields. 
 
According to Kennea et al (2023), it is essential for students to possess a foundational 
understanding of "technical" drawing prior to being introduced to the computer-aided design 
(CAD) environment. The reason for this is that students do not receive instruction in the usage 
of drawing boards and set squares as part of their CAD education. The direct exposure of 
students to the CAD environment may impede their comprehension of fundamental 
principles in technical drawing, thereby resulting in a detrimental impact on their academic 
achievement. In addition, the researchers noted in their study that a significant proportion of 
computer-aided design (CAD) professionals exhibit limited spatial intuition and reasoning 
abilities. In their study, Zalilov et al (2020) observed that individuals with expertise in 
computer-aided design (CAD) had enhanced visualisation abilities when they possessed a 
solid understanding of fundamental technical drawing principles. The study shown that 
engaging in hands-on sketching activities leads to a considerable enhancement in visualisation 
abilities, in contrast to relying purely on CAD (Computer-Aided Design) instruction. 
 
According to Liu and Yao (2023), a significant number of schools have opted to substitute the 
engineering drawing class with computer-aided design (CAD) courses. However, it has been 
observed that these courses often neglect to provide students with an introduction to the 
conventional methods employed in the production of technical drawings. According to Deng 
et al (2022), the only reliance on computer modelling software does not suffice for cultivating 
students' spatial comprehension, a crucial skill for effectively comprehending technical 
drawings. In addition, it has been shown that a significant proportion of students pursuing an 
technical and engineering degree have limited prior experience in technical drawing (Gomez-
Tone et al., 2020). The utilisation of computer-aided design (CAD) without providing students 
with a comprehensive comprehension of visualisation and projection concepts may result in 
the inadequate production of high-quality technical drawings, potentially leading to student 
failure. The deficiency in quality can be attributed to a limited comprehension of how varying 
angles of projection can yield distinct perspectives in technical illustrations. Thus, as a pre-
service teacher soon to be teaching technical and vocational students, they need to have a 
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good visualization skills where they can use that to improve their students’ visualization skills 
which could greatly contribute to the student’s career in the future.  
 
Visualization Skills  
The development of visualization skills is of utmost importance for technical students in their 
academic pursuits, as they grapple with complex concepts, elaborate designs, and innovative 
solutions. An in-depth analysis of the present condition of visualizing skills unveils a 
multifaceted situation. Zavotka (1986) proposed a categorization of visualization skills, 
delineating several distinct components. These components include the ability to mentally 
perceive two-dimensional elements within a three-dimensional context, the capacity to 
visualize a three-dimensional environment based on a two-dimensional representation, the 
skill of mentally rotating objects to a different plane, and the aptitude for visualizing objects 
in relation to scale. According to Buckley, Seery and Canty (2019), mental rotation ability holds 
particular significance within the engineering domain, as indicated by the aforementioned 
components. Gomez-Tone et al (2020) have underscored the significance of possessing 
mental rotation abilities among technical students. Enhancing the mental rotation abilities 
and spatial visualization proficiencies of technical students is expected to provide positive 
effects on their working memory capacity, hence facilitating their overall learning outcomes. 
 
Technical students frequently demonstrate competence in theoretical comprehension; yet, 
there is a noticeable deficiency in their ability to effectively convey these insights through 
visual representations (Wu & Rau, 2019). The difference may be attributed to several factors, 
including limited access to sophisticated visualization technologies, a lack of practical 
application within the curriculum, and insufficient focus on the importance of visual 
communication (Shabiralyani et al., 2015). In order to fully comprehend the necessity of 
resolving a lack in visualization skills, it is crucial to acknowledge the inherent significance of 
visualization within technical and engineering fields. The utilization of visualization methods 
functions as a cognitive framework, supporting the integration of theoretical notions, 
promoting the resolution of complex problems, and augmenting communication across 
different academic disciplines (Billger et al., 2017). Proficient visualization skills are crucial in 
the professional realm, since people working in technical field frequently encounter intricate 
tasks and engage in collaborative efforts spanning several disciplines. 
 
An examination of the difficulties hindering the advancement of visualizing abilities among 
technical students uncovers a range of complex barriers. The aforementioned issues 
encompass a notable lack of thorough instruction in widely-used visualization tools within the 
industry, a curriculum that prioritizes theoretical frameworks over practical implementation, 
and a common belief that visualization skills are supplementary rather than fundamental. In 
order to effectively tackle the difficulties that have been recognized, it is imperative to 
implement strategic interventions. One potential approach to attaining this objective is by 
use of instructional practices and educational experiences inside the classroom setting. 
Therefore, it is important for teachers to possess proficient visualization skills and effective 
instructional methods in order to enhance students' visualization skills within the educational 
setting. Developing strong visualization skills is crucial for pre-service teachers prior to 
entering the classroom setting. 
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Methodology  
This research employs a quantitative method to obtain the data. A total of 60 students were 
used as a respondent in this research. The instrument used to collect the data for this research 
is Mental Cutting Test (MCT) (Tsutsumi, 2004), Differential Aptitude Test: Space Relations 
(DAT:SR) (Bennet, Seashore & Wesman, 1947), Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for Rotation 
(PSVT:R) (Branoff, 2000), and Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for Development (PSVT:D) 
(Yoon, 2011). In this study, all four tests used which is Mental Cutting Test (MCT), Differential 
Aptitude Test: Space Relations (DAT:SR), Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for Rotation 
(PSVT:R), and Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for Development (PSVT:D) was a standard 
achievement test. Many researchers used these tests mentioned as it has been certified by 
previous researchers (Scribner & Anderson, 2005; Sorby & Baartmans, 2000), which have very 
high validity and reliability. Table 1 shows the value of Alpha Cronbach for the instruments 
used in this study. 
 
Table 1 
Alpha Cronbach Value for the instruments used in this research 

Instrument Alpha Cronbach Value 

Mental Cutting Test 0.803 

Differential Aptitude Test: Space Relations 0.801 

Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for Rotation 0.804 

Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for Development 0.805 

 
To analyzed the data, which is the results of the visualization tests, the raw scores obtained 
are converted to percentage manually and inserted in the SPSS software. The data that has 
been converted to percentage is then analyzed using descriptive analysis to find the mean 
scores and the standard deviation. The mean score obtained is used to determine the skills 
level of students. The researcher used the interpretation of visualization skills level based on 
the visualization skills test. Table 2 shows the interpretation of visualization skills level based 
on the visualization skills test. 
 
Table 2 
Visualization skills level interpretation (Sorby, 2009) 

Mean Score (Percentage) Score Level of Space Ability Level of Visualization Skills 

61 – 100 Above average score High 

41 – 60 Slightly below average score Moderate 

0 - 40 Below average score Low 

 
Data Analysis and Findings  
The table presents the results of a visualization test across three different tests: the Mental 
Cutting Test, Differential Aptitude Test: Space Relation, Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for 
Development and Purdue Spatial Visualization Test for Rotation. The findings are summarized 
based on the mean score, and standard deviation for each test as shown in table 3.  
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Table 3 
Visualization test result  

Visualization Test 
No. of 
Respondents 

Mean Score Standard Deviation 

Mental Cutting Test 60 25.449 16.310  

Differential Aptitude Test: 
Space Relation 

60 
46.850  
 

20.288  

Purdue Spatial 
Visualization Test: 
Development 

60 
46.080  
 

18.892  

Purdue Spatial 
Visualization Test: 
Rotation 

60 
58.778  
 

24.355  

 
The MCT involves presenting students with a perspective drawing of a three-dimensional 
object, which is then intersected by an imaginary plane. Subsequently, students are required 
to select the most accurate cross-section from a set of five options. According to the data 
presented in Table 3, the outcomes of the MCT reveal a mean score of 25.449, with a standard 
deviation of 16.310. Based on the interpretation of visualization skills levels as proposed by 
Sorby (2009), the mean score obtained falls under the category of below average scores, 
suggesting a relatively low level of visualization skills among the respondents. The calculated 
standard deviation of 16.310 indicates a substantial level of dispersion across the individual 
results, indicating that certain participants obtained values that deviated considerably from 
the mean, either in a higher or lower direction. 
 
The second visualization test, known as the DAT:SR, is utilized to assess an individual's 
aptitude for manipulating objects in three-dimensional space. The provided questions 
necessitate students to select a single accurate depiction of three-dimensional objects from 
a given object layout. Students are required to choose the solutions that accurately depict the 
configuration of the unfolded figures upon folding. Based on the data provided in Table 3, the 
results of the DAT:SR indicate a mean score of 46.850, accompanied by a standard deviation 
of 20.288. According to Sorby's (2009) interpretation of visualization skills levels , the average 
score obtained by the respondents indicates a moderate degree of visualization abilities. The 
calculated standard deviation of 20.288 suggests that there is a moderate degree of diversity 
in the results, indicating that some respondents exhibit a greater range of visualization skills. 
The next test is PSVT:D, which was designed to measure students capacity to mentally 
generate 3D objects. According to the data in Table 3, the respondents' mean score is 46.080, 
with a standard deviation of 18.892. The mean score of 46.080 is nearly identical to the mean 
score of respondents in the DAT:SR test, demonstrating a consistent level of spatial ability. 
This exam's standard deviation of 18.892 indicates a significant degree of variability in 
individual results, as well as some variation in respondents' performance on the test. 
 
PSVT:R is the last test employed in this study, and it requires students to identify the proper 
three-dimensional objects after they have been rotated to a specific angle of rotation. 
According to the data in Table 3, the respondents' mean score is 58.778 with a standard 
deviation of 24.355. The greater standard deviation of 24.355 implies a broader range of 
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scores, with some respondents excelling in this area while others may find it more difficult to 
solve the tasks.  
 
Discussion and Conclusion  
The results of this study indicate that there are differences in spatial visualization skills across 
the respondents, with certain individuals demonstrating exceptional performance in 
particular types of visualization tasks. The variations in the mean scores and measures of 
variance among the tests offer valuable insights into the heterogeneous nature of spatial 
reasoning abilities within the examined group. The development and use of visualization skills 
are of paramount importance in the realm of education and professional practice within 
technical disciplines. As individuals advance in their academic endeavors, disparities in their 
aptitude for conceptual visualization and problem-solving become apparent. Certain students 
exhibit an inherent aptitude for spatial intelligence, which facilitates their ability to mentally 
comprehend and manipulate objects within three-dimensional space. Some individuals may 
encounter difficulties with spatial activities, which might have an affect on their capacity to 
comprehend intricate concepts. Furthermore, disparities in individuals' prior educational 
experiences may lead to variations in their ability to visualize. Individuals who possess a solid 
understanding of mathematics and physics may experience more ease in comprehending 
topics related to visualizing. In addition to this, educational programs that include visual aids, 
simulations, and experiential learning opportunities have been seen to positively impact 
students' ability to visualize concepts. The variances in instructional approaches might have 
an influence on students' aptitude to effectively apply theoretical information in practical 
contexts. In conclusion, the variances in the visualization abilities of engineering students may 
be attributed to a confluence of several elements. It is imperative for teachers to acknowledge 
and confront these disparities in order to provide inclusive educational settings that 
accommodate a wide range of learning preferences and capabilities. This, in turn, will 
promote a fair and efficient technical and vocational education system. 
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